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Circadian rhythms affect electroretinogram, compound eye color, striking behavior and locomotion of the praying mantis
Hierodula patellifera

Aaron E. Schirmer*,‡, Frederick R. Prete*, Edgar S. Mantes, Andrew F. Urdiales and Wil Bogue

ABSTRACT

Many behaviors and physiological processes oscillate with circadian rhythms that are synchronized to environmental cues (e.g. light onset), but persist with periods of ~24 h in the absence of such cues. We used a multilevel experimental approach to assess whether circadian rhythms modulate several aspects of the visual physiology and behavior of the praying mantis Hierodula patellifera. We used electroretinograms (ERGs) to assess compound eye sensitivity, colorimetric photographic analyses to assess compound eye color changes (screening pigment migration), behavioral assays of responsiveness to computer-generated prey-like visual stimuli and analyses of locomotor activity patterns on a modified treadmill apparatus. Our results indicate that circadian clocks control and/or modulate each of the target behaviors. Strong rhythms, persisting under constant conditions, with periods of ~24 h were evident in photoreceptor sensitivity to light, appetitive responsiveness to prey-like stimuli and gross locomotor activity. In the first two cases, responsiveness was highest during the subjective night and lowest during the subjective day. Locomotor activity was strongly clustered around the transition time from day to night. In addition, pigment migration and locomotor behavior responded strongly to light:dark cycles and anticipated the light–dark transition, suggesting that the circadian clocks modulating both were entrained to environmental light cues. Together, these data indicate that circadian rhythms operate at the cellular, cellular systems and organismal level in H. patellifera. Our results represent an intriguing first step in uncovering the complexities of circadian rhythms in the Mantodea.
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INTRODUCTION

Circadian systems have evolved to coordinate an animal’s physiology and behavior with systematic changes in the abiotic factors of the ecosystem, such as light, temperature and humidity. The capacity to anticipate rather than simply respond to these changes is critical for survival. In general, circadian systems consist of a sensory input pathway (e.g. photo- or temperature reception), one or more interconnected oscillatory clock mechanisms, and an output pathway. Together these components regulate the target, clock-controlled physiological and behavioral processes (Harmer et al., 2001; Saunders, 2002).

Some circadian systems are hierarchically organized and coordinated by a ‘master’, or ‘central’ pacemaker synchronized to environmental cues. However, in some arthropods, multiple distributed pacemakers operate independently without any overarching control (e.g. Gibbultowicz and Joy, 1992; Gibbultowicz et al., 2000; Bebas et al., 2001). For example, independent pacemakers control cuticle formation in cockroaches (Leucophaea maderae and Blaberus sp.), sperm release in moths (Anagasta kueniella and Lymantria dispar) and steroid hormone release in Samia Cynthia, Rhodinus prolixus and Galleria mellonella (Underwood et al., 2010; Tomioka et al., 2012). Whether controlled by one master or several independent pacemakers, true circadian rhythms must meet several criteria: they must entrain to some environmental cue(s), have a period of ~24 h, persist under constant environmental conditions (be self-sustaining) and be stable across physiologically relevant temperatures (Pittendrigh, 1960). Although circadian rhythms have been described in a variety of insects, studies across multiple levels of analysis have been done in only a few species [e.g. Drosophila, cockroaches and crickets (Panda et al., 2002; Tomioka and Matsumoto, 2010)]. Furthermore, with the exception of just two studies (Rossel, 1979; Horridge et al., 1981), no analyses have been done using praying mantises (Insect: Mantodea).

In this study, we used a multilevel approach to determine whether and to what extent circadian rhythms modulate several physiological and behavioral parameters in the mantis Hierodula patellifera Serville 1838. The experiments included (1) chronic electroretinograms (ERGs) to assess changes in compound eye sensitivity; (2) photographic, colorimetric analyses of compound eye color changes which result from screening pigment migration; (3) behavioral tests to assess changes in tracking and striking responses to computer generated visual stimuli (e.g. Prete et al., 2013a; Prete et al., 2013b); and (4) analyses of gross locomotor activity on a modified treadmill.

RESULTS

Electroretinograms

A representative light adapted ERG is shown in Fig. 1. When elicited by a square wave light stimulus, the ERG displayed several distinct components. The first was a phototransduction-induced, sharp depolarization elicited by light onset (i.e. the transient ON; Fig. 1, point a). This waveform sometimes displayed a hyperpolarizing notch on its rising phase (arrowhead) followed by a more slowly decaying waveform (i.e. the sustained ON; Fig. 1, region b). The next two components were elicited by stimulus offset. The first was a sharp, cornea negative waveform (the transient OFF; Fig. 1, point c) understood to represent the depolarization of the lamina monopolar cells (LMCs) onto which the photoreceptors synapse (e.g. Stark and Wasserman, 1972;
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The sustained OFF is understood to be caused by an electrogenic pump extruding the light-induced cation influx (Jansonius, 1990).

The graphs in Fig. 2 depict the averaged normalized values (±s.d.) for seven key ERG measures calculated from recordings taken every 15 min over 72 continuous hours under constant light conditions (N=4 mantises). The black and gray bars below the data in Fig. 2A,B indicate subjective day (gray) and subjective night (black) periods based on the light:dark cycle in which the mantises were maintained. Of the seven parameters measured, four of those associated with photoreceptor activity displayed clear circadian rhythms. These include the transient ON maximum amplitude, the sustained on mean derivative, the sustained OFF and the latency to the sustained OFF maximum amplitude (Fig. 2A–C, respectively). However, the two measures understood to be associated with LMC activity did not display any clear rhythmicity (i.e. the transient OFF amplitude and the transient OFF mean derivative; Fig. 2E,F).

Both the transient ON maximum amplitude (representing phototransduction induced receptor depolarization), and the sustained ON mean derivative (representing the overall average rate of signal rectification) oscillated with a period of 22 h (Qp ≥217, P≤0.003; Fig. 2A,B). Each reached their minimum and maximum values during the subjective day and night, respectively. Likewise, the sustained OFF maximum amplitude (reflecting an outward, rectifying photoreceptor current) oscillated in phase with the transient ON (Fig. 2C; period=22.5 h, Qp87 ≥233, P≤0.003). In contrast, the latency to the maximum amplitude of the sustained OFF oscillated in antiphase to its maximum amplitude (period=20.25 h, Qp80 ≥174, P≤0.003).

Fig. 2. The averaged normalized values for seven key ERG parameters in H. patellifera. ERGs were measured at 15 min intervals for 72 continuous hours under light:light conditions. Values are means (±s.d., N=4). Black and gray bars indicate subjective night and day, respectively. (A–C) The transient ON maximum amplitude, the sustained ON mean derivative, the sustained OFF maximum amplitude and the latency to the sustained OFF maximum amplitude display clear circadian rhythms. (D–F) The sustained OFF maximum derivative, the transient OFF amplitude and the transient OFF mean derivative do not display rhythmic oscillations. Amp., amplitude; deriv., derivative.

Fig. 1. Measurements used to analyze a typical mantis (Hierodula patellifera) electroretinogram (ERG). (a) The transient ON, an initial rapid light-induced depolarization. The arrowhead indicates a hyperpolarizing notch on the rising phase. (b) The slowly decaying sustained ON indicating the gradual rectification of the photoreceptor depolarization. (c) The transient OFF, representing lamina monopolar cell depolarization. (d) The amplitude of the sustained OFF maximum. Measurements based on Popkiewicz and Prete (Popkiewicz and Prete, 2013).

Coombe, 1986; Montell, 1999; Hardie and Raghu, 2001; Popkiewicz and Prete, 2013). The final component was a slowly recovering, cornea positive waveform, the sustained OFF [Fig. 1, region c (Popkiewicz and Prete, 2013)], also referred to as after hyperpolarization (AHP) (Baumann and Hadjilazaro, 1971; Koike et al., 1971; Brown and Lisman, 1972; Tsukahara et al., 1977). The sustained OFF is understood to be caused by an electrogenic pump extruding the light-induced cation influx (Jansonius, 1990).
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that, as the sustained OFF amplitude increased, latency to the maximum amplitude increased ($R^2=0.449$, $F_{1,285}=234$, 
\(P\leq0.0001\)). This correlation between receptor depolarization and subsequent hyperpolarization amplitudes, and between the initial rise time and maximum amplitude of the sustained OFF is similar to that seen in both light- and dark-adapted ERGs in several other species of mantis (Popkiewicz and Prete, 2013).

We would have expected the sustained OFF maximum derivative also to oscillate in phase with the sustained OFF amplitude (Popkiewicz and Prete, 2013) but it did not. However, the data suggest a small oscillation during the first 24 h of recording (Fig. 2D), and it may be that the signal-to-noise ratio for this parameter was too low to reveal any ongoing pattern. Overall, however, the sustained OFF maximum derivative increased slightly over the 72 h period of recording ($R^2=0.461$, $F_{1,289}=248$, 
\(P\leq0.0001\)).

There were no oscillations evident in the transient OFF amplitude or its mean derivative during the experimental period (Fig. 2E,F). This is consistent with data demonstrating a relative stability of the transient OFF in the face of large fluctuations in photoreceptor potential amplitude in other species of mantis (Popkiewicz and Prete, 2013). Both the transient OFF and its mean derivative increased slightly over time ($R^2=0.641$, 0.388, respectively, $F_{1,290}=184$, 
\(P\leq0.0001\)).

**Compound eye color change**

A representative set of 24 (out of 144) photographs taken from one 72 h photographic series is shown in Fig. 3A. Each row of eight photographs represents 24 h, as indicated to the left of the rows. Columns of photographs are aligned both with the time of day at which the three were taken and with the scale on the abscissa of the scatterplot in Fig. 3B. The bar above the top row of photographs indicates the light (white) and dark (black) phases of the light:dark cycle. The scatterplot depicts the average normalized green color value (±s.e.m., $N=5$) calculated within the rectangular area indicated in the inset photograph. Filled circles in the graph indicate the values for the first 24 h, during which the lights were turned on and off. Open symbols indicate the values for the subsequent 48 h under continuous light as indicated in the legend.

Photographs taken during the first 24 h show a robust color change (i.e. darkening) coincident with light offset (Fig. 3B, arrow), which is evidenced by the significantly lower overall green values during the dark (versus light) phase ($z=4.10$, $P\leq0.0001$). The eyes reached their darkest point ~2.5 h after lights OFF, and then lightened progressively over the next 9.5 h, eventually returning to their original color just before lights ON. This progressive lightening suggests a light-independent anticipatory migration of screening pigments. However, the absence of measurable eye color changes under the subsequent constant light conditions (24–72 h), implies that ambient light levels interact with the circadian mechanisms controlling pigment migration, as seen in other insects.

**Tracking and striking behavior**

Fig. 4A,B depicts the average track and strike rates, respectively, for seven mantises that were tested with computer-generated visual
stimuli at the times during the dark:light cycle when the ERG data indicated that their eyes would be maximally and minimally sensitive, respectively (cf. Fig. 2). As is the case for all species of mantis tested (Prete et al., 2013a), *H. patellifera* both tracked and struck at significantly higher overall rates in response to black (relatively darker) versus the white (relatively brighter) disks moving against the gray background ($z \geq 3.08, P \leq 0.002$). In fact, none of the response rates to the white stimuli exceeded 0.23 or 0.36 for tracking and striking, respectively, and there were no differences between the night and day response rates elicited by the white disks.

Increasing the size of the black (but not the white) disks from 2 to 11 deg had a robust overall effect on the rates of both tracking and striking ($10.79 \leq F_r \leq 23.43, 0.029 \geq P \geq 0.00009$). In both cases, the overall response rates followed a logistic progression as stimulus size increased. However, the day and night response rates diverged when stimuli enlarged beyond 5 deg such that both the track and strike rates to the 7–11 deg disks were consistently and significantly higher during the night phase ($z = 3.77, P \leq 0.002$).

To confirm that the differences in strike rate during the day versus night seen in the previous experiment were not due simply to the effects of the ambient light differences during the two testing periods, five of the mantises were exposed to constant light for 24 h and then re-tested with the 11 deg disk in the same protocol but under constant light. This standard circadian protocol allows for each animal to be examined under free-running conditions without having to account for any between-animal differences in period that would result from longer exposure to constant light. Again, the mantis strike rates during the subjective night were higher than during the subjective day (Fig. 4C; $z = 3.49, P = 0.0005$). These data suggest that the differences in response rate seen in the previous experiment were due (either directly or indirectly) to circadian influences rather than to differences in ambient light levels per se.

**Locomotor behavior**

Fig. 5A shows two representative double-plotted actograms generated by two mantises over a 10 day period under light:dark conditions. Actograms were collected under a light:dark (LD) cycle (A) and the average normalized activity (±s.e.m.) calculated from those actograms (B) indicate that the overall locomotor activity of the mantis entrains to the LD cycles. Locomotor activity gradually increases over the second half of the light phase, presumably in anticipation of the light–dark transition. This gradual increase was followed by a burst of activity lasting 60 min (three 20 min bins) before diminishing and stabilizing for the remainder of the dark phase. In both the actograms and the histogram, the open and shaded sections indicate the light and dark phases, respectively.
(LD) conditions (gray shading represents the dark phase of the LD cycle). In this standard plotting convention, hours 0–48 are plotted in the first row of the graph; hours 24–72 are plotted in the second row of the graph, and so on. Hence, beginning with day 2 (hours 24–48), each day is repeated at the beginning of the next row. This results in a graph in which the left half represents days 1–10 and the right half represents days 2–11. This convention creates a clear graphical representation of daily locomotor patterns. Fig. 5B depicts average normalized activity levels (±s.e.m., N=8) derived from all eight actograms; open and shaded columns indicate the light and dark phases, respectively.

The actograms indicate that despite a sparse scattering of activity over the nychthemeron, these mantises displayed consistent activity bursts at or around the light–dark transition, and very little activity during the dark phase of the experiment. When averaged over all eight animals (Fig. 5B), this pattern became very clear, suggesting that the mantises were entrained to the LD cycle and that their peak periods of activity were synchronized with the light–dark transition. Overall, the average activity level increased gradually over the course of the light phase and reached a peak immediately after the light–dark transition. This peak in activity could not have been caused simply by a change in light condition because the activity levels 6 h before and after the light–dark transition were significantly greater than the 6 h before and after the dark–light transition (P≤0.0078). It is also noteworthy that the average activity level increased gradually throughout the later half of the light phase, suggesting an anticipatory change in activity prior to the light–dark transition. The transition to the dark phase was followed by the largest overall activity bouts; these lasted ~1 h before they decreased and stabilized for the remainder of the dark phase.

**DISCUSSION**

Our results suggest that circadian clocks affect several aspects of the physiology and behavior of *H. patellifera*. Evidence of circadian influences was seen in the macroscopic characteristics of the electroretinogram, behavioral responses to prey-like visual stimuli, compound eye color, and locomotor activity.

**Circadian rhythms in the mantis visual system**

Circadian fluctuations in photoreceptor sensitivity measured as changes in compound eye ERG amplitude have been demonstrated in a number of insects (Tomiko and Chiba, 1982; Wills et al., 1986; Menzi, 1987). However, in most cases, these measurements have been restricted to amplitude changes in phototransduction induced receptor depolarization. However, as shown here, fluctuations also occur in the sustained OFF, or after hyperpolarization (AHP) component of the ERG. Fluctuations in the depolarization amplitude have been attributed to mechanical and physiological mechanisms that modulate, respectively, the amount of light captured by the photopigments and/or the transduction gain of the photoreceptor cells themselves (e.g. Reisenman et al., 2002; Heimonen et al., 2012). Mechanical or ultrastructural changes can include retinomotor movements within the eucone dioptric apparatus (Walcott, 1971; Williams, 1980; Nordström and Warrant, 2000; Reisenman et al., 2002), changes in rhabdomere diameter (Blest, 1980; White et al., 1980; Horridge et al., 1981) or migration of screening pigment (Fleissner and Fleissner, 1978; Horridge et al., 1981; Pyza and Meinertzhagen, 1997). Other changes may occur in the phototransduction cascade, the properties of the photoreceptor membrane, photoreceptor ion (especially potassium) channel density or conductance, or oscillations in available visual pigment chromophore (Kaiser, 1979; Kaiser and Steiner-Kaiser, 1983; Tomiko et al., 1993; Pyza and Meinertzhagen, 1999). Mantises have apposition eyes in which the distal retinula cells abut the proximal ends of the crystalline cones (Horridge and Duelli, 1979). This arrangement is often associated with diurnal (versus crepuscular or nocturnal) insects because the eyes tend to have smaller lenses than superposition eyes and, consequently, reduced photon capture rates (Warrant and McIntyre, 1993). However, this dichotomy between eye type and ecology could be overstated; a number of crepuscular and nocturnal insects have apposition eyes (Greiner, 2006), including the Blatoddea (cockroaches), which is the sister taxon to the Mantodea (Heimonen et al., 2012).

Of the mechanisms that could account for the eye sensitivity changes reported here, there are supporting data for two. One is a night-time increase in ommatidia acceptance angles as documented, for instance, in the mantises *Tenodera australasiae* and *Orthodera* sp. In both species the acceptance angles approximately double at night and in *Orthodera* the acceptance angles spontaneously return to the day state when held in constant darkness (Horridge et al., 1981). The change in acceptance angles as seen in *Orthodera* were attributed to changes in the size and condition of the distal rhabdoids which were small during the day (1.7–2.1 μm diameter) and larger (to 3–4 μm diameter) at night, during which time they became surrounded by a ‘palisade’ of vacuoles. This night-time accumulation of vacuoles is also seen in cockroaches. In both cockroaches and mantises, the vacuoles move away from the rhabdoids during the day, and the rhabdoids become surrounded by radially migrating pigment granules (Butler and Horridge, 1973; Heimonen, 2008).

In a number of insects, onset of pigment migration can be elicited directly by changes in light intensity. However, it can also be influenced by endogenous circadian rhythms, and there seems to be an interaction between these two factors (Menzi, 1987; Reisenman et al., 2002; Greiner, 2006). Rosell (Rosell, 1979) assumed that the night-time darkening of the mantis eye and the concomitant enlargement of the ‘pseudopupil’ reflected pigment migration, which adjusted sensitivity of the eye to changing luminance levels. Although this is probably true, the precise mechanisms by which this occurs in mantises have not been documented. However, on the basis of mantis eye anatomy and what is known about other insects, eye darkening in *H. patellifera* is most likely due to pigment migration in the distal primary pigment cells rather than migration of more proximal pigment granules in the secondary pigment cells or photoreceptors (e.g. Reisenman et al., 2002).

More important, however, is our finding that ERG amplitude oscillates in the absence of changes in compound eye color (i.e. under constant light conditions). This suggests that fluctuations in the mechanisms underpinning the former are distinct from those that control the latter. The most parsimonious explanation of this phenomenon is that continuous, bright ambient light dampens or controls the latter. The most parsimonious explanation of this phenomenon is that continuous, bright ambient light dampens or controls the latter. The most parsimonious explanation of this phenomenon is that continuous, bright ambient light dampens or controls the latter.
is influenced by the influx rate and final concentration of cations admitted during depolarization.

The fact that the visual sensitivity of the mantis fluctuates across the day makes ecological sense in that many (if not most) are sit-and-wait or ambush predators that depend on the unpredictable, intermittent appearance of prey. Consequently, they are generally food deprived in the field (Hurd, 1999), and must be prepared to capture prey irrespective of ambient luminance levels. Furthermore, many species exhibit crepuscular or nocturnal courtship, mating or locomotor activity (Robinson and Robinson, 1979; Rossel, 1979; Horridge et al., 1981; Matsura and Inoue, 1999; Gemeno et al., 2005). Hence, one would expect mantises to have a visual system that functions under varying light conditions.

**Responses to prey-like visual stimuli**

In this study, we assessed the differences in day versus night responsiveness to visual stimuli that varied in both size and relative brightness. Previous studies have shown that relatively darker stimuli are stronger releasers of both tracking and striking responsiveness to visual stimuli that varied in both in size and contrast (Horridge et al., 1981; Matsura and Inoue, 1999; Gemeno et al., 2005). Hence, one would expect mantises to have a visual system that functions under varying light conditions.


**Circadian rhythms of gross locomotor behavior**

Locomotor activity has been investigated in several easily recordable insect models, including cockroaches (e.g. Brady, 1967), crickets (e.g. Nowosielski and Patton, 1963), beetles (e.g. Lohmann, 1964) and stick insects (e.g. Godden, 1973; Saunders, 2002). However, until now, quantitative studies have failed to measure any overt rhythms in mantis activity (Liske, 1999).

In this study, rhythmic locomotor activity measured under LD conditions displayed strong vespertine patterns that were synchronized to the light–dark transition. Circadian-clock-controlled crepuscular activity patterns, which can include both matutinal (dawn) and vespertine (dusk) components, are common in insects (Saunders, 2002) and it is interesting that both of these component behavioral patterns have been documented in certain aspects of mantis behavior (e.g. pheromone release; Edmunds, 1975; Robinson and Robinson, 1979). The hypothesis that circadian clocks modulate mantis locomotor behavior is supported by the occurrence of anticipatory increases in activity just prior to the light–dark transition. Similar anticipatory behaviors have been shown in other insects (Harker, 1960; Loher, 1972) and have been attributed to circadian controls.

Ultimately, the rhythmic locomotor patterns that we found to be clustered around the light–dark transition may be associated with either of two well-documented mantis behaviors in the field. The first is reproductive signaling (i.e. pheromone release). For instance, the timing and duration of activity bursts documented here are consistent with the calling behaviors and presumed pheromone release in *Tarachodes afezelii* (Edmunds, 1975). Calling behavior (and pheromone release) has also been documented in *H. patellifera* and the onset of this reproductive signalement behavior corresponds to the peak in locomotor behavior shown here (Perez, 2005). Alternatively, the light–dark-associated bursts of activity could be associated with vespertine relocation of foraging sites. This explanation may be plausible in that there is a positive correlation between hunger level and locomotor activity level in the field (Matsura and Inoue, 1999), and in our experiments, mantises were fed a diet known to keep them healthy but slightly hungry (Prete and Mahaffey, 1993; Prete, 1999; Prete et al., 2011).

**Circadian organization of mantis physiology and behavior**

Here, we have used a broad experimental approach to gain some perspective on the effects of circadian rhythms in one species of praying mantis. Interestingly, when placed in register, all of the parameters that we measured peaked early in the dark or subjective dark phases of the light:dark cycle. A byproduct of this functional synchrony would be to extend the times during which the mantis can operate effectively beyond the daylight hours. Taken together, our data suggest that there are complex interactions between circadian clocks operating at the cellular, cellular systems and organismal levels in this species of mantis. Whether the putative clocks turn out to be independent and self-synchronizing or centrally controlled remains to be discovered. However, these results are an intriguing first step toward uncovering the mechanisms that modulate praying mantis physiology and behavior.

**Materials and Methods**

**Mantises**

All experiments were done using adult, female *Hierodula patellifera* (Audinet Serville) that were laboratory reared according to previously
Each mantis was anesthetized by brief exposure to CO₂, affixed to an armature, and its head was stabilized with wax. Both recording and indifferent electrodes were Teflon®-insulated 0.05 mm stainless steel wires with the terminal 0.50 mm stripped of insulation. The indifferent electrode was inserted into the head capsule, and the active electrode was inserted into the distal posterior lateral compound eye. The armature was placed in a custom built, light-tight chamber (41×41×38 cm) with an automated light source.

Optical stimulation was provided by a 5 mm LED (peak λ=458 nm) positioned 10 mm in front and pointed at the center of the implanted eye; brightness=8.92 W·mm⁻² (Popkiewicz and Prete, 2013). Recordings were amplified (Differential Amplifier Model 3000, A-M Systems, Sequim, WA, USA), and stored to disk via an iWorx model 214 Data Recorder and LabScribe v2.3.48 software (iWorx Systems, Dover, NH, USA). Offline analyses were done in LabScribe v2.3.48.

The measurements used to analyze the ERGs included (refer to Fig. 1): the maximum amplitude (i.e. the largest absolute value) of the transient ON and the latencies to that maximum; the mean derivative of the sustained ON (arrow above b); the amplitude of the transient OFF (d) measured between its maximum and minimum voltages, and the latency to that minimum; the maximum voltage of the sustained OFF (e), and the latency to that maximum; and, the maximum derivative of the sustained OFF (arrow at f) measured between the recovery of the transient OFF and the sustained OFF maximum (Popkiewicz and Prete, 2013). All ERG data were normalized using the standard convention of expressing the magnitude of individual values as proportions of the maximum value for a given parameter. ERGs were recorded every 15 min over 72 consecutive hours. Period analyses were done using a Chi-square periodogram calculator set to a corresponding 15 min resolution between hours 19 and 27 with α=0.05 (Sokolove and Bushell, 1978) (http://www.circadian.org/periodogram.html).

Photographic analysis of compound eye color

Eye color was assessed under both light:dark and constant light conditions. Each mantis was briefly anesthetized with CO₂, its legs were gently folded against its prothorax and the prothorax was wrapped with plastic film. The abdomen remained unencumbered so as not to interfere with respiration. The wrapped mantis was affixed to an armature with its head protruding through a hole in a piece of white card stock. The cardstock both prevented head movements and provided a white background against which subsequent color analyses could be normalized. The armature stood in a light-tight box as described above. In the box, the mantis faced a digital blue model QX5 USB microscope camera from a distance of 20 mm (Digital Blue, Atlanta, GA, USA).

After the chamber was closed, the photographic procedure was automated with Macro Scheduler (MJT Net Ltd, London, UK), and monitored in real time on an external computer screen. During the experiment, the program turned on the microscope single white LED (491 lx), took a 60° photograph, and then turned off the LED. This was repeated every 30 min for 72 continuous hours. For the first 24 h of the experiment, photographs were taken under 12 h:12 h light:dark (45 lx:0 lx) conditions synchronized to the light:dark cycle of the mantis home cage. During the subsequent 48 h, photographs were taken under constant light (45 lx) conditions.

Eye color was measured with ImageJ software (National Institute Health, Bethesda, MD, USA) by calculating the average red (R), green (G), and blue (B) values within a 16×17 pixel rectangle positioned over the right compound eye such that it was centered at the intersection of two hypothetical lines, one drawn from the dorsal- to the ventral-most juncture of the compound eye and head capsule, and the other drawn from the medial-most to the lateral-most edge of the compound eye.

To account for between-animal variability, the RGB values in each photograph were normalized within animals by expressing each as the proportion of the minimum value for the mantis during the experiment. All three of the values displayed the same pattern of changes both within and between animals during the experiment. However, the range over which the green values fluctuated was the greatest and, hence, was used as the diagnostic-dependent measure.

Tracking and striking behavior

All mantises were tested according to established protocols previously described in detail (e.g. Prete et al., 2012). Each mantis was anesthetized briefly with CO₂ after which its wings were removed and a small wood tether was affixed to the dorsal prothorax with sticky wax. Each was allowed more than 24 h recovery time prior to testing. During testing periods, mantises were fed two live crickets per week which kept them both healthy and responsive.

During tests, mantises were held by their tethers in a white, 11-cm-high semi-cylindrical arena facing a Dell flat screen computer monitor from a distance of 25 mm in an otherwise dimly lit room (62 lx). While suspended, mantises reflexively held a hollow Styrofoam® ball (which weighed less than the mantises) with their meso- and metathoracic legs. Neither the tether itself nor being suspended in the arena interfered with any normal behaviors (e.g. prothorax movement, stepping, grooming) nor did tethering affect life expectancy (Prete, 1999).

Computer-generated visual stimuli were presented on a Dell flat screen computer monitor [1024×768 pixels; monitor pixel size=0.75×0.75 degrees of visual angle (deg) at the 25 mm viewing distance]. Stimuli included a series of five black and five white disks (0 or 185 lx at the screen, respectively) ranging in size from 2 to 11 deg. In turn, each stimulus moved around visual field center in an ‘erratic’ path for 10 s at 143 deg s⁻¹ against a gray (105 lx) background. Mantises were tested twice per day on 4–6 randomly selected days over a total period of 36 days. Testing was done at the times in the light:dark cycle at which ERGs reached their maximum and minimum amplitudes (21:00 h–00:00 h and 09:00 h–12:00 h, respectively). Individuals were tested at random times within these 3 h windows, and the order of testing within a 12 h period (i.e. whether a mantis was tested during the light or dark phase first) was randomized across mantises. Prior to testing, each mantis was placed in front of an unlit computer screen and allowed at least 10 min to acclimate. To minimize the effects of computer screen illumination on adaptation state, at the beginning of each trial, the darkened screen brightened progressively to 105 lx (subjective gray) over 500 ms, a stimulus moved through the specified path and then the screen faded back to dark. During each test, mantises saw all 10 stimuli in random order separated by inter-trial intervals ≥30 seconds.

Two behaviors were recorded: tracking and striking. The former was defined as any head or prothoracic movements that followed the stimulus; the latter was defined as the characteristic, rapid, forward directed grasping movement of the raptorial forelegs (Prete and Cleal, 1996). Tracking was considered a binomial event; the mantis either tracked a stimulus during a trial or it did not (max. track rate=1.0). However, multiple strikes could be performed during a single trial. Strike rates were calculated as the number of strikes divided by the number of trials per stimulus for each mantis. Overall response rates were calculated as the averages of individual response rates (±1 s.e.m.).

Locomotor behavior

Locomotor activity was assessed using a modified treadmill apparatus in conjunction with ClockLab data collection software (Actimetrics, Wilmette, IL, USA). The treadmill was a foam cylinder (6.35 cm diameter, 9.52 cm height, 9.52 cm length) that rotated on an aluminum axle. Four neodymium block magnets (9.525×3.175×1.5875 mm) were equally spaced around one end of the cylinder. During testing, a tethered mantis was held by an armature and positioned such that it stood in a natural posture on the cylinder. When the mantis made stepping movements, the cylinder rotated causing the block magnets to pass a Meder Proximity Sensor (MK11-1A66B-500W; Meder...
Electronics, West Wareham, MA, USA). Each pass was recorded by the Clocklab system.

The treadmill stood in a 97.79×53.975×46.99 cm custom-built, light-tight cabinet illuminated with green LEDs (peak λ=515 nm; Phenome Technologies, Chicago, IL, USA). Locomotor activity was measured for 14 days (N=8) in a 12 h:12 h light:dark cycle (76 lx:0 lx) that was synchronized to their home cage cycle. During the experiments, mantises were hand-fed two adult crickets per week at random times during the day. Feeding during the dark portion of the cycle was done under infrared light illumination with night-vision goggles.

Actograms were produced using Clocklab software. Normalized 24 h activity plots were constructed by averaging individual activity within 20 min bins over days 2–14. These data were normalized as proportions of the maximum average bin activity level within mantises. Overall averages (±1 s.e.m.) within 20 min bins were calculated across mantises.

**Statistics**

All data were checked for normalcy. Non-parametric repeated-measures data were analyzed using the Friedman Test (Friedman, 1940). Parametric repeated-measures data were analyzed with an ANOVA. Post hoc and other two-sample comparisons were done with the W.R., J.L. and F.R.P. authors. Error bars on the graphs show mean (±1 s.e.m.). Non-parametric post hoc tests were applied conservatively and only to answer specific experimental questions; multiple comparisons were Bonferroni corrected (α=0.05; individual probabilities are reported in the text). Statistics (with the exception of period analysis as described above) were done in Excel with the appropriate added modules (e.g. www.advancedanalyticalcc.com; www.wellequavetfiting.com) or in DataDesk® (Data Description, Ithaca, NY, USA).
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